
3. The diagram rspresents the citcular cross-section ofan underground nunel..
pQ ,rp,;o^ts tire horizontal surface of the road and O is the cenbe of the circle. M is the

-l-apont otfB a"d is vertically below /y', Given that PQ= MN =8m'
calculate the radius of the rumel.
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2.1 Circumference and area ofa circle. Arc length and sector area. Radian measure' [Paper Il

1. Apiece of wire( 8+218)cm long iscut into two pieces'

One of which is bent into I circle with radius r cm, and the othcr

forms the square enclosing it. Find
(a) the value ofr,
(b) the area of the circle ir terrns of n.

Ans: (a) I (b) n
lcHs/2007/Pll

Ans: x= 168,y=2 ITKCS/2o07/Pll

2, A square of side 42.cm is bent to fonn a semicircle. The radius of the semicircle can be wrif,en

in the form { " 1".. Find the values of .x and ofy.
\y+n)

In the figure, oxRY is a sector of a circle with c€ntre o and radius 24 cm. The circle

peR with cente C and radius r cm is inscribed in the sector. Given thar zPoQ = !-sa4ian.

OX wd OY aro tatrgetrts to tbe circle PpI at P and O respectively.

(a) Explain briefly why angle OPC is a right angle'

(b) Show that r = 8 and find the lenglh of OP.

(c) Hence find the perimeter of the shaded region.

Ans: (a) tangent -L radius (b) OP = 13.9 cm (c) Perimeter = 44'5 cm

5.

Tlre diagram shows tbree circles with diameters 2r, 4r and 6r respectively,

Find the ratio of the area of the shaded regioo

to that of the unshaded region.

Ans: Ratio:4 : 5

Aru: 14+35n
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A-ns: 5 m [ANDERSON/2008/Pl]

4.

Ars: (a) lr 
.rrdirm (b) 0.s98 mm

The diagram sbows a keyhole whicb is made up of a segment

of a circle, centre O with radius i4 mm and a trapezium ABCD

DA and CB produced meets Bt o 8ld A OCD is isosceles.

Giver ZODC=30oand the area of the keyhole is 5lOf nmz'

Express reflex angle AOB in radian in terms of z 
'7)

By taking v = "2 , find. the heigbt of trapezium ABCD.
I

(a)

(b)

The diagram sbows a quadrant of a circle, centre O and radius 2E cm. M is the midpoint of OB

and a serni-circle is drawn with MB as diameter. The other semi-circle in tlre quadrant has

diarneter o,{. Find the perimeter of the shaded region. Give your arswer in the form a + ba .
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